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Several mission and system parameters affect cost (OASIS) expert system'" as configured for the SEOTV
and design optimization of a Solar Electric Orbital Trans- Concept Design Study". All curves generated used the
fer Vehicle (SEOTV). Total launch services costs, spe- power system assumptions listed in Table 1, as well as
cific launch costs, beginning-of-life power, specific im- other system cost assumptions listed in Table 2. In
pulse, and propellant mass are the parameters used to particular, silicon (Si) planar arrays at $1M/kW, gal-
aid in the cost-optimal design of the SEOTV. This lium arsenide (GaAs/Ge) planar arrays at $1.5M/kW,
paper presents the results of numerically optimized and SLATS concentrators using GaAs/Ge cells at $2.0M/
Delta-class SEOTVs on the basis of cost and mission kW were the major cost assumptions. It is important to
performance relative to chemical launch systems. The point out that the various power system costs and H,
study was limited to SEOTVs with hydrogen arcjet pro- arcjet performance assumptions used are considered con-
pulsion systems. The SEOTV designs considered are servative and achievable with near-term technology.
unconstrained by volume, meaning that no volume lim- Therefore, the resulting SEOTV cost and performance
its were placed on the respective hydrogen tank subsys- optimization results are also considered to be conserva-
tem and payloads. Two different trip times were con- tive. All results shown are for an expendable SEOTV.
sidered (180 and 365 days) to provide a bound on the
LEO - GEO orbit transfer problem. Examining a trip Total Launch Costs
time range allowed the ability to optimize power level,
total radiation dose, required propellant, and specific Figure 1 plots regions of total launch services cost
impulse. Three photovoltaic power system concepts against payload delivered to GEO for various MLV
were studied including silicon and gallium arsenide pla- chemical boosters including the Delta and Atlas fam-
nar arrays, and SLATS solar concentrators. Plots of the ily' o.". Overlaid on the figure are the curves generated
optimal variables are presented as a function of the pay- by the OASIS system for a Delta II/SEOTV launch sys-
load mass delivered to final orbit for SEOTVs using the tem. This figure shows results for a specific trip time
three chosen power systems. Results indicate that the of 180 days and includes curves for all three types of
optimal propellant mass is somewhat independent of the power systems as indicated. There appears to be mar-
chosen power system. The optimal specific impulse ginal benefit in flying a H2 arcjet SEOTV on the Delta
levels were found to be relatively low for hydrogen requiring a 180 day trip time (with the assumed cost
arcjets assuming an unconstrained system, and performance inputs). This is especially true for

using SLATS concentrators at $2M/kWe, where only
Introduction the low end of Atlas IAS payloads can be delivered at

Previous analyses have shown the basis for selec- roughly Atlas IAS projected costs.

tion of H2 arcjet thrusters for an operational SEOTV 1''.
Other works have quantified potential launch cost say- pisn i planar array system turns out to

ings using SEOTVs- 7. This paper examines SEOTV be the least expensive up to about a 1700 kg payloadwhere a GaAs array becomes the better choice. Maxi-cost optimization parameters relative to chemical orbit where a GaAs arraybecomes the better choice. Mai-

transfer and insertion systems. Total launch costs, spe- mum payload (-1850 kg) is realized using GaAs arrays,
transfer and insertion systems. Total launch costs, speginning-of-life (BOL) where the total launch costs reach approximately $125M.

power, specific impulse, and propellant arninge e(BOL) param- The curves for SEOTV costs bend sharply upward oncepower, specific impulse, and propellant are the param- the maximum payload situation is reached for a given
eters to be numerically optimized for SEOTV upper stage power system and trip time. This due to the fact that
application on the Delta launch vehicle. All curves pow e s stem and  t  T  due to the fact that

the point of launch vehicle mass capability has been
reached. Thereafter, OASIS attempts to "squeeze in"
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more payload by reducing required propellant. The re- IAS in specific costs in the same payload regime. The
duction in propellant requires a higher optimal Isp, and SEOTV curves bend upward rapidly as maximum pay-
a subsequently higher power level to maintain the same load is reached and the required power rapidly increases.
trip time. The required power levels tend to rise rapidly It is much easier to see the "knees" in the curves of
in this situation where a kilogram of propellant is traded specific cost than it is for plots of total costs shown in
for an extra kilogram of payload. As a result, the mis- the previous figures. These knees in the curves identi-
sion costs rise rapidly. fled for us the cost optimal design points for a given

trip time and power system. Figure 4 illustrates that
As one would expect, relaxing the trip time re- - specific launch costs can be reduced by $8,000 to

quirement enables larger payloads to be delivered for $10,000 per kg for maximum Atlas IAS payloads
less cost. This can be seen in Figure 2 where a H, (-1800 kg) when a one year trip time is allowed. All
arcjet SEOTV is allowed a transfer time of one year three power systems optimized at similar specific costs
(365 days). Costs drop across the board because the (approximately $52,000/kg to $54,000/kg) and at simi-
required trip time can be met with less BOL power. It lar payloads (SLATS -1850 kg, Si -1905 kg, and GaAs
is interesting to note that the overall costs of all three -1950 kg) that slightly exceed the Atlas IAS capabil-
power system technologies grow closer together as trip ity.
time is lengthened. Again, however, the $1M/kW Si
arrays hold a small cost advantage. The maximum pay- Beginning of Life (BOL) Power
load (found at the "knee" in the curves) has increased to
1950 kg from 1700 kg for the Si array SEOTV. Simi- The required BOL power is a direct function of the
larly, the Ga array SEOTV is capable of about 2050 kg, optimal specific impulse, payload mass, and various mis-

an increase of 200 kg over the 180 day case. All three sion parameters (radiation level, launch date, trip time,
SEOTV power systems are capable of delivering 150- etc.). Previous studies have relied on parametric mod-

250 kg more payload than the present Atlas HAS for the els and various point designs to establish needed SEOTV
low-end cost of the Atlas at 180 days. On the other power levels. Quite often, BOL power is an input to

hand, current and future users of the Atlas IIAS could low-thrust mission analysis codes. For this optimal BOL

save approximately $15M to $18M per launch by using power section, the minimum specific cost SEOTV de-

a Delta/SEOTV should the one year trip time be accept- sign points were used to identify the payload mass at
able. Please note that both the solar array model input which the $/kg values were minimized. The circles
costs and the H, arcjet performance curves use rela- shown on the curves that follow show this minimum
tively conservative data. cost optimal design point.

Specific Launch Costs Figure 5 illustrates BOL power versus payload mass
for a six-month Delta II/SEOTV mission for the three

Figures 3 and 4 plot specific launch system costs power systems. Power degradation during the mission
in ($/kg) against payload to GEO for both chemical is accounted for using the Electric Vehicle Analyzer
MLV and Delta II/SEOTV systems at trip times of 180 (EVA)" fluence and degradation models such that the
days and 365 days, respectively. The chemical specific 180-day time constraint is still met. As shown, the
costs were found by dividing the total launch services required BOL power increases linearly with increasing
cost range by the MLV payload to GEO range. The payload until launch vehicle mass capabilities have been
lowest specific costs come to a point for the chemical reached. A sharp increase in power level subsequently
MLVs because typically, the lowest launch vehicle price occurs as the optimal specific impulse rises to reduce
is for models with the smallest fairing diameter (e.g. propellant consumption. The trends are similar to those
Delta 9.5 ft. and Atlas 11 ft.). The smaller standard shown in the total cost curves in Figures 1 and 2 except
fairing models also typically have higher throw weights. that each individual power system has its own specific
Similarly, the larger fairings imply reduced payload to cost.
GEO and higher costs, explaining the somewhat odd
shape of the regions. The regions bend upward in spe- For the six-month mission, the SLATS solar arrays
cific costs as payload is reduced because launch vehicle require the least BOL power up to a payload of approxi-
costs tend to remain constant even if the full payload mately 1450 kg, where GaAs/Ge planar arrays become
capacity of the vehicle is not used. the least power hungry. The Si planar arrays require

the largest BOL power for all payloads. However, when
Figure 3 for 180 days indicates that a Delta II/ the less-expensive Si arrays are factored into the opti-

SEOTV is at best equally competitive with the Atlas mization problem, the total SEOTV system remains
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cheaper with Si panels. At the optimal (lowest specific It is interesting to note, however, that this range of HI
cost) payload for each power system, it is important to arcjet Isp corresponds to and verifies parametric analy-
point out that the BOL power tends to be large for a sis results of 1000 sec to 1200 sec optimal Ispla.
180-day mission. The figure indicates that a 180 day
mission requires 36 kW (Si), 31 kW (GaAs/Ge), and 24 Propellant Mass
kW (SLATS) optimal BOL power. The required power
tends to fall off quickly as either payload mass or trip Optimal propellant mass varies to quite an extent
time is relaxed, over the large set of payloads considered. The required

propellant is a function of the AV, total vehicle mass in
Figure 6 illustrates BOL power versus payload mass LEO, trip time, and optimal specific impulse. Plots of

for a 12-month Delta II/SEOTV mission for the three the resulting optimal propellant mass for a 180 day and
power systems. Relaxing the trip time to 365 days both 365 day mission are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respec-
increases the optimal payload mass delivered and sig- tively for a Delta II/SEOTV. The figures indicate that
nificantly reduces the required BOL power for all the relatively small masses of propellant are needed for the
systems. In this case the trends remain similar to the 6- small payloads, increasing at nearly a constant slope
month case. Exceptions include the fact that the SLATS until some peak propellant mass is reached. At these
system requires the least power for all its possible pay- peaks, the launch vehicle throw weight capability has
loads, followed by GaAs/Ge panels, and finally Si pan- been reached. Previous to the peaks, the OASIS expert
els. The figure shows that a 365 day mission requires system is simply trying to "fill up" the mass capability
26 kW (Si), 23 kW (GaAs/Ge), and 15 kW (SLATS) of the launch vehicle with propellant, since propellant
optimal BOL power for lowest specific cost. is much cheaper than power. Optimal Isp in the in-

creasing region of propellant therefore holds steady at a
Specific Impulse (Isp) low (-900 sec) value to keep vehicle costs (i.e. power)

minimized. It is the right-hand side of the peaks in
The OASIS system varies BOL power, payload, propellant mass that are of interest since the larger pay-

and specific impulse while constraining trip time to ar- loads are being approached. In order to realize larger
rive at minimum cost solutions. It looks up H, arcjet payloads, the optimal Isp must be increased, and there-
efficiency and Isp performance data from the curves fore propellant mass decreased, to trade a kilogram of
presented in previous work' 1 '9. Based on the available propellant for a kilogram of payload. As shown, the
total launch capability of the booster, OASIS finds so- optimal propellant mass falls briskly until the maximum
lutions to allowable SEOTV subsystem masses for given payload mass is reached.
trip time constraints. The resulting solutions for opti-
mal Isp for the Delta I/SEOTV system are shown in Optimal propellant mass is somewhat dependent
Figures 7 and 8 for a 6-month and 12-month mission, on the power system because each power system has its
respectively. As discussed in the next section on pro- own specific mass and cost data. For a given payload,
pellant mass, the optimal Isp remains at a very low however, Figures 9 and 10 indicate that the optimal
level (-900 sec.) for a H2 arcjet until the booster mass propellant mass is relatively insensitive to various types
capabilities have been reached. Thereafter, the optimal (and costs) of power systems. This is true in the more
Isp increases rapidly as the maximum payload capabili- interesting high payload region (to the right of the peaks)
ties of the given SEOTV system are reached. Some- for both a 6 months and 12 month mission. For a 6
where within this steep rise lies the truly optimal Isp for month mission, the required propellant was found to be
a given power system and trip time corresponding to a 2150 kg (Si), 2200 kg (GaAs), and 2210 kg (SLATs).
minimum specific launch cost solution. For the 12 month mission, the optimal propellant mass

was found to be 2000 kg (Si), 1975 kg (GaAs), and
For a 6 month Delta II/SEOTV mission, the opti- 2050 kg (SLATS).

mal Isp range for minimum specific launch costs has a
somewhat narrow band at 1020 sec (Si), 1040 sec It must be noted that the propellant masses shown
(SLATS), to 1075 sec (GaAs). For the 12 month mis- above are for OASIS runs that were unconstrained, mean-
sion, optimal Isp increases slightly from 1150 sec ing that no volume limits were placed on the respective
(SLATS), 1195 sec (Si), to 1210 sec (GaAs). For both hydrogen tank systems. Further optimizations have sub-
missions, the GaAs planar array SEOTV tended to opti- sequently been performed to determine the effects of
mize at a higher Isp. The steepness in the curves near volume constraints on the system optimization. Of in-
the maximum payload regions makes deriving optimal terest was the fact that the optimal propellant mass was
Isp requirements for a range of missions very difficult. somewhat independent of the chosen power system. This
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fact will help the study team design a hydrogen tank for
a given suitable propellant mass without having to be 3. Miller, T.M., et.al., "Operational Solar Electric Or-
concerned over early power system selection. bital Transfer Vehicle (SEOTV) Concept Design

Study - Second Year Final Report," McDonnell Dou-
Optimization Summary glas Aerospace Report No. MDC 92H0931, Novem-

ber 1992.
For convenience, a brief summary is given to coor-

dinate data from all the system optimizations described 4. Miller, T.M., "Systems Analysis for an Operational
and documented above. Table 3 lists the results of this EOTV," AIAA 91-2351, 27th Joint Propulsion Con-
analysis for the Delta II-class SEOTVs. The columns ference, Sacramento, CA, 24-26 June, 1991.
show the type of power system and its associated cost
assumptions for both a 180 and 365 day trip time. Data 5. Miller, T.M., "Parametric Cost Analysis of an Op-
in the tables are summaries for expendable SEOTV de- erational EOTV," presented to 1992 JANNAF Pro-
signs that are not constrained by volume. pulsion Meeting, Indianapolis, IN, February 1992.

Conclusions 6. Miller, T.M. and Bell, R.B., "Assessment of the Eco-
l mission ad s m p ffe t nomic Benefits of Solar Electric Orbital TransferSeveral mission and system parameters affect the V l, 9-2, 2t o

cost optimal design a H, arcjet SEOTV. Total launch Vehicles, AIAA 93-2218, 29th Jont Poulsion
services costs, specific launch costs, BOL power, spe- Conference, Monterey, CA, 28-31 June, 1993.
cific impulse, and propellant mass were the parameters 7 , ., C t r-
used in SEOTV numerical optimization. Results indi- Po ered Orbit Transfer Vehicles," AAA 93-2219,

Powered Orbit Transfer Vehicles," AIAA 93-2219,cate that near-term technology planar arrays were more 2 Jot r lsin nference,
cost-effective than concentrating systems. The optimal 2  nee, ,
Isp remained relatively low for a H2 arcjet propulsion 28-31 June, 1993.
system, and the optimal propellant mass is somewhat . , r

8. Seaworth, G.B., etal., "Expert System Based Syn-independent of the chosen power subsystem. These re-
thesis of Electric Orbital Transfer Vehicles," IAFsults are predicated on the fact that optimizations were thessof tl Trsfr ele

not volume-constrained and used conservative solar ar- 92-0842,43rd IAF Congress, September, 1992.
ray and propulsion system performance inputs.y and propulsion system performance inputs. 9. Miller, T.M. and Seaworth, G.B., "An Approach to
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Table 1. Top-Level Power System Assumptions Used In SEOTV Optimizations
SLAT

PARAMETER PLANAR CONCENTRATOR

Cell Type Si GaAs/Ge GaAs/Ge

Array Incremental Cost ($M/kW) 1.0 1.5 2.0

Specific Power (W/kg) 200 200 66

Coverglass Thickness (mils) 6 6 6 + 35 inherent

Table 2. Parametric Cost Model Inputs for OASIS Optimizatlons

Payload Characteristics
Payload Mass kg Varies

Payload Cost $M Varies

Cost of Money 0"/year 0

Payload Structural Support Factor kg/kg .02

Operations Cost-Mission Support $M/year 6.57

Power System
Power Level (BOL) kW Varies

Power System Specific Mass kg/kW See Table 1

Power System Specific Cost $M/kW See Table 1

Earth to Orbit
Delta II SM 45.0

Propulsion System NH3 AJ H2 AJ Xe Ion

Propulsion System Specific Mass kg/kW Varies Varies Varies

Propulsion System Specific Cost $K/kg 20 20 30

Propellant Specific Cost $/kg 5.0 10.0 640.0

Table 3. Delta IISEOTV Optimization Summary

Si PLANAR GaAs PLANAR Ga SLATS

Parameters (1 M/kW) ($1.5M/W) ($2MkW)

Trip Time (days) 180 365 180 365 180 365

Cost Optimum Max Payload (kg) 1650 1910 1750 1995 1500 1880

Total launch cost ($M) 107 100 118 110 116 103

Specific launch cost ($1000/kg) 66 54 67 55 79 55

BOL power (kWe) 36 26 31 23 24 15

Optimal Isp (sec) 1020 1195 1075 1210 1040 1150

Propellant mass (kg) 2150 2000 2200 1975 2210 2050
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Figure 1. Hydrogen Arcjet SEOTV on Delta II Cost vs. Performance Relative to Chemical MLVs
for a 180 day LEO-GEO Transfer
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Figure 2. Hydrogen Arcjet SEOTV on Delta II Cost vs. Performance Relative to Chemical MLVs
for a 365 day LEO-GEO Transfer
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Figure 3. SEOTV Specific Launch Costs ($/kg) Relative to Chemical MLVs as a Function of
Payload Delivered to GEO for 180 Day Mission
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Figure 4. Delta II/SEOTV Specific Launch Costs ($/kg) Relative to Chemical MLVs as a Function of
Payload Delivered to GEO for 365 Day Mission
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Figure 5. Required BOL Power for a Hydrogen Arcjet SEOTV on Delta II vs. Payload to GEO for
Si, GaAs, and SLAT Solar Arrays Assuming a 180 Day LEO-GEO Mission
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Figure 6. Required BOL Power for a Hydrogen Arcjet SEOTV on Delta II vs. Payload to GEO for
Si, GaAs, and SLAT Solar Arrays Assuming a 365 Day LEO-GEO Mission
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Figure 7. Optimal Specific Impulse for a Hydrogen Arclet SEOTV on Delta II vs. Payload to GEO
for Si, GaAs, and SLATS Solar Arrays Assuming a 180 Day LEO-GEO Mission
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Figure 8. Optimal Specific Impulse for a Hydrogen Arcjet SEOTV on Delta II vs. Payload to GEO
for Si, GaAs, and SLATS Solar Arrays Assuming a 365 Day LEO-GEO Mission
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Figure 9. Optimal Propellant Mass for a Hydrogen Arcjet SEOTV on Delta II vs. Payload to GEO
for Si, GaAs, and SLATS Solar Arrays Assuming a 180 Day LEO-GEO Mission
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Figure 10. Optimal Propellant Mass for a Hydrogen Arcjet SEOTV on Delta II vs. Payload to GEO
for Si, GaAs, and SLATS Solar Arrays Assuming a 365 Day LEO-GEO Mission
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